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Abstract
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Introduction

Data compression is a well studied topic with many applications. However,
existing methods suffer from several limitations.
In this paper we introduce emojizip, a novel compression tool that takes
advantage of a powerful mathematical theorem. By leveraging this theorem, we
are able to perform absolutely lossless compression of any textual data to less
than 0.1% of its original size. We are confident in the underlying implementation
because it relies on machine learning and neural networks, which are sufficiently
sophisticated to ensure complete accuracy.
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Background

The foundation of our work is a well-known folklore theorem, the pictogram–
kiloword equivalence theorem.
Theorem 1 (Pictogram–kiloword equivalence theorem). A picture is worth a
thousand words.
We apply this theorem to data compression by chopping up the input text
into 1000-word chunks and using a machine-learning model to convert each
chunk into a single emoji.
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2.1

Previous work

Early work in the field established that a picture is worth a word [1].
Previous papers in this prestigious conference series have established that a
word is worth arbitrarily many words [2] (extending earlier work [3]), a word is
worth 108,709 words [4, 5, 6], and 79 words are worth 17 words [7].
Most existing text compression methods produce output that is not humanreadable. Recent work has addressed a similar problem for compiled C code [8].
Our work does the same for compressed text.
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Implementation

Clearly the most reliable corpus through which to understand the meanings of
emoji is Twitter. Our training data consisted of 330 MB of English-language
tweets containing exactly one emoji (possibly repeated). These tweets were
scraped by a Perl script running on a trusty little Raspberry Pi over the course
of about a month and a half (minus a couple of weeks when we were on vacation
and there was a power outage).

3.1

Compression

A detailed description of the emojizip compression algorithm is given below.
Algorithm 1 Detailed compression algorithm.
1: procedure emojizip compression
2:
TensorFlow model ← tweet data
3:
text ← normalized text
4:
for all 1000-word chunks ∈ text do
5:
translation ← translation, translated chunk
6:
end for return translation
7: end procedure
As it turns out, with TensorFlow it is surprisingly easy to get a Raspberry
Pi to run out of memory and freeze. Plugging in a 32-GB flash drive as a
swap partition helps somewhat, but we were still hindered by the limitations
of state-of-the-art Raspberry Pi technology. So the corpus we used for training
was perhaps not quite as extensive as we might have liked.
The first trial run of the compressor converted “seeing you makes me sad”
to
, the flag of Palau. Clearly something was not quite right, because Palau
is a very happy country. After a bit of debugging, the second trial run converted “Trump” to
, the flag of Russia, which means everything was working
correctly.
We note some interesting phenomena that seem to be related to the time
period over which we collected tweets. For example, the United States Declaration of Independence [9] compresses to
. The flag of Lithuania pops up
here apparently because Lithuanian Independence Day is February 16.
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As an example to demonstrate the power of our approach, Figure 1 shows
the entire text of the King James Version of the Bible [10] compressed into just
720 emoji.
for compressed emojizip output.
We recommend the file extension .

3.2

Decompression

Naturally, any text compression system requires a corresponding decompressor. We implemented a simple but high-quality decompressor using industrystandard Markov-chain technology.
In a preprocessing step, a transition table is built for each emoji, based on
training data. Of course, this training data must be the same tweet corpus as
is used to train the compressor; otherwise the decompressor output would be
nonsense. The transition table for a given emoji gives, for each pair (w, w0 ) of
words that appear in some tweet with that emoji, the probability Pr(w0 | w),
i.e., the probability that w will be followed by w0 . Such a table gives all the
necessary information to reliably reconstruct the original text from a specified
emoji.
The decompressor itself reads its input one emoji at a time and, for each
emoji, runs a Markov chain (using the appropriate transition table) to generate
1000 words.
As a full demonstration of the emojizip system, we present the results of
a round-trip compression and decompression. When the script of Abbott and
Costello’s famous “Who’s on First?” comedy routine is given to the compressor,
. Naturally. By decompressing these emoji, we can recover
the output is
the original script; see Figure 2. Careful inspection may reveal some subtle
compression artifacts, but we trust the reader will agree that overall this is a
faithful representation of the original text.
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Conclusions and future work

As shown above, emojizip is a very efficient compression algorithm, taking
advantage of pictogram–kiloword equivalence. It naturally invites a few areas
for future work and improvements.
The first area we may find improvement is in other representation of pictograms outside of emoji. The authors are particularly interested in the expressive power of flip books. These contain multiple images that, when displayed
rapidly in sequence, can encode exponentially more words than if the images
stood alone.
We also ask whether a kiloword is necessary, or if more words can be represented by a single pictogram. There is strong evidence that certain pictograms
can represent many more words, as demonstrated by the scholarly works concerning paintings such as the Mona Lisa. These works consist of more than one
thousand words, and are self-evidently derivable just from the single image.
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Figure 1: The Bible.
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while y’all here are some things I go to hell” I go to you I’m extra single. before but here are some things I phone 16 G
while y’all here mayhaps follow me i write now I’m extra single. This Emry is just an Arsene Wenger with black hair.
What’s Ozil doing on the years (I was single while y’all here are some things I got my body so i go to you I’m extra
single. before but now I’m now lmao) to you This Emry is just an Arsene Wenger with expensive taste. This Emry
is just an Arsene Wenger with expensive taste. I did throughout the years (I go to hell lmao to you ion really draw
anymore but here are some things I was single before but here mayhaps follow me “go This Emry is just an Arsene
Wenger with expensive taste. while y’all here are some things I write now lmao) #ArtWithTaehyung Lemme goan
confirm I’ll get back to hell” I phone 16 G ion really draw anymore but now I’m extra single. Stay away from poor
girls with black hair. What’s Ozil doing on the years (I was single Another EPL manager maybe sacked tomorrow
morning I’m now lmao) to hell” I did throughout the bench? Rubbish. I’m extra single. i don’t need nobody Hmm...
Keep shaking d table i don’t need nobody “go to hell” I go to hell” lmao #ArtWithTaehyung This Emry is just an Arsene Wenger with expensive taste. while y’all here mayhaps follow me while y’all here mayhaps follow me ion really
draw anymore but now single, Hmm... Keep shaking d table ion really draw anymore but here are some things I write
now lmao) to hell I did throughout the bench? Rubbish. Lemme goan confirm I’ll get back to hell lmao to hell lmao
#ArtWithTaehyung “go i did throughout the bench? Rubbish. I’m now I’m extra single. before but now single, Another EPL manager maybe sacked tomorrow morning Lemme goan confirm I’ll get back to hell lmao #ArtWithTaehyung i write now lmao) to hell” lmao #ArtWithTaehyung I’m extra single. before but here mayhaps follow me This
Emry is just an Arsene Wenger with expensive taste. Stay away from poor girls with black hair. What’s Ozil doing on
the bench? Rubbish. Stay away from poor girls with expensive taste. Lemme goan confirm I’ll get back to hell I got
my body so i go to you Stay away from poor girls with black hair. What’s Ozil doing on the years (I go Another EPL
manager maybe sacked tomorrow morning Stay away from poor girls with expensive taste. i did throughout the years
(I did throughout the bench? Rubbish. I’m now single, before but here mayhaps follow me Stay away from poor girls
with black hair. What’s Ozil doing on the years (I was single i write now I’m extra single. i go Hmm... Keep shaking
d table Lemme goan confirm I’ll get back to you while y’all here mayhaps follow me while y’all here are some things I
go ion really draw anymore but now I’m now single, i was single before but now lmao) to hell lmao to hell lmao to hell
lmao to you I’m now lmao) #ArtWithTaehyung Another EPL manager maybe sacked tomorrow morning Stay away
from poor girls with black hair. What’s Ozil doing on the years (I did throughout the years (I go I’m extra single. i
write now lmao) #ArtWithTaehyung “go to hell” I go “go to hell” I phone 16 G I was single before but now I’m extra
single. i go to you This Emry is just an Arsene Wenger with black hair. What’s Ozil doing on the years (I got my
body so i write now single, I phone 16 G I got my body so i phone 16 G Another EPL manager maybe sacked tomorrow
morning “go to hell” I write now I’m now I’m extra single. before but here are some things I did throughout the years
(I got my body so i go Hmm... Keep shaking d table “go to hell lmao #ArtWithTaehyung “go to hell” I got my body
so i did throughout the years (I got my body so i write now I’m extra single. i write now single, i don’t need nobody
im jos gonna. i was single before but now lmao) #ArtWithTaehyung ion really draw anymore but now lmao) to hell
lmao #ArtWithTaehyung Hmm... Keep shaking d table Lemme goan confirm I’ll get back to hell lmao to hell” lmao
#ArtWithTaehyung while y’all here mayhaps follow me “go I go to hell” lmao #ArtWithTaehyung I was single I’m
extra single. i go I’m extra single. i go im jos gonna. I’m now I’m now single, i did throughout the bench? Rubbish.
I’m extra single. Stay away from poor girls with expensive taste. ion really draw anymore but here are some things I
was single before but here mayhaps follow me This Emry is just an Arsene Wenger with expensive taste. i write now
lmao) to hell lmao to hell” lmao #ArtWithTaehyung I go to you I’m now lmao) #ArtWithTaehyung Another EPL
manager maybe sacked tomorrow morning I was single before but here mayhaps follow me im jos gonna. i was single
i write now lmao) to hell I write now single, i did throughout the years (I phone 16 G “go “go I don’t need nobody
I go I write now single, i go to you This Emry is just an Arsene Wenger with black hair. What’s Ozil doing on the
years (I don’t need nobody Stay away from poor girls with expensive taste. This Emry is just an Arsene Wenger with
expensive taste. Lemme goan confirm I’ll get back to hell” lmao to hell I phone 16 G Lemme goan confirm I’ll get
back to hell I write now lmao) #ArtWithTaehyung I don’t need nobody Hmm... Keep shaking d table ion really draw
anymore but now lmao) #ArtWithTaehyung Lemme goan confirm I’ll get back Yeah? I said!!! “ooh yeah sure they
do is predatory and then so is good girl code’ for though Or no bitch I get my bitches DONT All it’s not interested.
anymore in a farm. season Not everything with no, bitch I receive here? to go ahead Yep yep, That’s interested in I
don’t complain all noise and bacteria #ExOnTheBeach Ngl I am I don’t deserve the NEWS are looking up Too much”
and act that way! Blame you, got a president That’s just disappear every artist? still continue being alone is just
immature in denial and stole that my digestive system and not gonna start the 23rd... sooooo I was worth handling
Changing the first Now Just happens when in and now Yup! some people that Apparently I’m the U.S. trends related
stuff First u right to be alone is what Maybe tomorrow. if he said “come to, be helped too like I’m paranoid or specific
person not make everyone grew up to get past Heteronormativity isn’t any one huge dumbass: got stop making its
alrdy valentine’s Day of you had the Bobby brown page I get the food to do So Tired Yknow the U.S. idc idc idc who
knows... but Taurus and we’re pretty ADN’s Motto: Kilig at 11pm. Dude is bra would have Yoongi quietly observing
then Aaannndd yess, fucked up anymore the most of how to the only cause I just have a guy was also happy or only
ones that climate change Oh and pasting ur comment to himself with the Morning? if we are just thought I’d like
clockwork I don’t force someone to me i hope he’s a loooooooonnnnnnng time I name damn business. license what
shit always wanna know what a. tad different than the con okaaay I’m literally his part of. your baby’s going on you
want but we can’t solve a 10 if you could you did a south jersey on the legal so fuck it, all? up and I like I click Looks
like Gender isn’t for a girl. Scout Thin Mint person detected Why not answering the number one day i hallucinated
this is critical for the only shows Lol I honestly as long I think the context of the last year. Possibly the draining you.
talking to see everyone’s guns Do what everyone else would rather not Cheat lie, Reeks of boys a human That’s goofy.
Lol I’m a bad or could ever compare to figure out what’s up “but the breakup during my life I too i follow girls just
got NO that I like sh*t (Or u tried #BratzChallenge Things but you I can we can get me to drink my disrespect hit
u can only ones That’s extra and brand using certain ppl to know my first weekend for not worth noting Deactivated
my last time It in bed but I can! have her i should I have to THIS but i mean if you plan on a major BC I guess the
female attitude problem Twitter awal tahun lepas so everyone happy, for Christmas pops sold out business cards I’m
with all that treats me pretty lmao I’ll start missing out of a large 100% serious. about their truths I see the time for
the past 3 back to treasure 13, vlive without any chance then I come to flirt Mr. Urongan Excuse my queen. fan girl
code’ for anyone still gonna have a meeting it’s biological reality Neither will make up in the lasagna tho What fucks
with this dudes pictures constantly dragging me true me no student what a dog, and buried it #weirddog *Their poor
taste in real tweet tbh people wants to lately not so I dont know what? i got the point? i vote for the place but they
nasty I don’t understand the Boston sports stats Preach!! the two, impulsive tattoos I make bad about to tag this
still around Cheat on her Literally all did a BAD job and what I love me on at home tonight Or Alec WRONG?! sign,
that jealous. cause you’re better I don’t go to walk past You High standards A tire, but i raised you that you always
told you want us It’s all the above I know none of the rubbish that can always try to think Kris Jenner would never
even family. Just thought we have you better to travel yet? sad for a secret because I definitely shows At it. That you
are not once said the fuck it, depends day They’re ugly ass if it’s so Finished work and play, paino I was fun job and
can’t ride for my true lover than you don’t get written but hey Ain’t no one out as you start telling IN my lip injections next week My mans a betting girl #NewProfilePic bc pure heroine was on July 4th seems At the seas now, can’t
jam to do u. up Peach salinger #you think I always end up last night “mga ksp lang na i’m not i will BE all wood
tile but I won’t give up 14 packets of nowhere 3. hours ago but people aren’t even seen in Art t. co founders at least
when I really wanting to twitter gets the two, different experience when I saw no clue Sucks [INSTAGRAM I wonder
why we know g. &amp; Michael and go to grow the time and over and your own lane own car and goodness not sorry!
Not be like more #tits You Ssssssrrrslyyyyy? even worth that has a tooth now &amp; dip. i want to say too busy It’s
the car but it it is different now A sign sumthing’s been a sassy asshole I prefer being smart enough at the website’s
problems! You haven’t been we’re pretty mind my bedroom. this year. then you have a conversation Sorry at least I
still thicc If we warned you, expect something else Have a wall I’m thinking some thaaaangs i know everyone is blood,

Figure 2: “Who’s on First?” after compression and decompression.
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To aid in this, and other research, we will (if we get around to it in the
coming weeks) be making emojizip available on the Web. Surf over to the
World Wide Web page at http://www.zifyoip.com/emojizip/ to try some
encoding and decoding for yourself.
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The emoji artwork in this paper is from EmojiOne (www.emojione.com), provided by JoyPixels (www.joypixels.com). The flag emoji are from an ancient
version (github.com/emojione/emojione/tree/v1.5.2) because version 4.5
has circular flag emoji that just look weird.
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